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                                                                Bright and colorful or subtle and elegant - Discover our Tableware Collections.
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                                                                Are you also often falling asleep at vernissages? Get inspired by our favourite art pieces. 
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                                                                Bring Adventure to your Walls with our Adventure Wallpaper Collection. They are matching with our Animal Lamps!
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                                                                Bring Adventure Home - That's not just a motto for us but it is central to the way we operate since 1986. 
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        Want to become a Werner Voß retailer?

        


        
  
    Visit our B2B Shop.
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                        We have been a successful family business based in Münster, Germany, since 1986.

As an experienced wholesaler, we offer you high-quality decorative items and home accessories. Unusual lamps, elegant vases and seasonal decorations are just as much a part of our range as fine tableware, furniture and paintings.



Under the WERNS brand, we sell exclusive animal lamps and a constant stream of new, unusual centerpieces with our own designs. Be inspired by our ideas!
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                               Trade Shows 2024

                              
Visit us at the upcoming Trade Shows: 


 

Trendset München


06.-08.07. 2024


 

Nordstil Hamburg


27.-29.07. 2024


 

Maison & Objet 


05.-09.09. 2024
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                    This website uses cookies. Those have two functions: On the one hand they are providing basic functionality for this website. On the other hand they allow us to improve our content for you by saving and analyzing anonymized user data. You can redraw your consent to using these cookies at any time. Find more information regarding cookies on our Data Protection Declaration and regarding us on the Imprint.
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